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Activity Description: This series consisted of (13) Virtual Professorship Programs (VPPs), which took 
place between March & November, 2018

Credit: 1.00 AMA PRA Category 1 CreditTM per activity

Sponsored by: The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center in collaboration with the
Academy for Continued Healthcare Learning (ACHL)

Supported by: An educational grant from Bristol-Myers Squibb

Intended Audience: Community-based medical oncologists and advanced practitioners treating  
genitourinary cancers such as renal cell carcinoma and bladder cancer

Outcomes Methodology: Changes in clinician knowledge, competence, and practice were assessed through 
pre/post-test questions, an evaluation survey, and 30-day follow-up survey

Overview



Audience Generation

www.ACHLvpp.org/GUvpp

http://www.achlvpp.org/GUvpp


ACTIVITY SUMMARY PARTICIPATION

REMAINING PRACTICE GAPS AND EDUCATIONAL NEEDSEDUCATIONAL GAINS  (aligned with learning objectives)

205 (n)

Total learners 
for live series

21%
Overall increase in 

knowledge &  
competence (pre-

post activity)

Gap # 3
Learners self-reported a need for education on the sequencing of therapies. Decisions on 
sequencing (ie, immunotherapies in combination and immunotherapy in combination with 
chemotherapy) are evolving. Education should continue to focus on emerging data and how it 
will affect clinical treatment decisions for patients.

Gap # 2
Learners displayed uncertainties on criteria for checkpoint inhibitor use as an initial therapy. 
Additional education will be key for maximal clinical implementation in eligible patients.

Gap # 1
Data from the pre/posttest indicate that there is still a strong need for continuing education 
on the clinical application of immunotherapies in bladder cancer as well as criteria for 
patient selection.

• Sponsored by: ACHL & MD Anderson Cancer Center
• Supported by: BMS
• Start and End Dates: March 13 – November 29, 2018
• BMS Support/Total Support: $149,950
• Cost per Learner: Unknown until final enduring report
• Participation numbers for this report inclusive of live VPPs only, 

enduring activity performance to be provided separately 

415 patients 
impacted per 

week

TOTAL
Learners MDs/DO NP/PA PharmD Other

205 70% (144) 23% (47) 1% (2) 6% (12)

Unique Learners

TOTAL 
Physician
Learners

Specialists Subspecialists PCP

144 85% (122) 0% (0) 15% (22)

Breakdown of Physician Learners 

• Recognition of patients who may benefit from novel 
treatment approaches. (LO1, 17%)

• Increased comprehension of how immunotherapeutic 
agents work to decrease tumor burden and improve 
patient outcomes in genitourinary cancers. (LO2, 40%)

• An enhanced understanding of how the 
immunotherapy landscape for renal cell carcinoma and 
bladder cancer is changing. (LO3, 7%)

• Increased understanding of the impact of PD-L1 on 
response and outcomes, and selection of appropriate 
immunotherapies based on patient factors. (LO4, 33%)

• Early recognition of irAEs and the ability to mitigate 
them before they become severe. (LO5, 6%)

100%

0%

U.S. Non-U.S.

BMS Grant # 35534623



Participation (13 of 13 VPPs)
205 Participants; 98 Certificates

Practicing Type
70% Physicians, 22% Nurses or NPs, 1% Physician Assistants, 1% Pharmacists, 6% Other HCPs

Participant Satisfaction
Objectivity and balance rated as good/excellent by 98% of learners

Learning Objectives
Learners strongly agreed or agreed that all learning objectives were met, with an average rating of 3.48/4.00

Faculty
Faculty were highly rated, receiving an average rating of 3.82/4.00

Executive Summary: Levels 1-2



Executive Summary: Levels 3-5
Post- learning 88% of learners stated they are more aware of checkpoint inhibitors and differences between them. 

Practice changes from this activity will impact from 173 to more than 415 patients each week.

Participants indicated lack of experience, lack of opportunity and keeping up-to-date with new trial data as the 
most common barriers to implementing changes in practice.

Of the 64% of learners who indicated they would change their practice as a result of this education, 62% of 
learners self-attested to already making at least one change to their practice.

Best practices for biomarker data (51%) was the most highly rated educational topic of future interest, followed by 
sequencing therapies (49%).



Live VPPs - Completed
DATE LOCATION PARTICIPATION FACULTY

March 13, 2018 Cancer Treatment Centers of America
Philadelphia, PA 6 Nizar Tannir, MD, FACP

March 20, 2018 Billings Clinic
Billings, MT 4 Matthew Campbell, MD, MS

March 28, 2018 Cary Medical Center
Caribou, ME 4 Matthew Campbell, MD, MS

April 12, 2018 Lourdes Hospital/Ascension
Binghamton, NY 33 Matthew Campbell, MD, MS

April 20, 2018 Cancer Treatment Centers of America
Tulsa, OK 16 Matthew Campbell, MD, MS

May 23, 2018 HCA Healthcare – Gulf Coast Division
Houston, TX 21 Matthew Campbell, MD, MS

June 11, 2018 Cancer Treatment Centers of America
Phoenix, AZ 10 Nizar Tannir, MD, FACP



Live VPPs – Completed (cont’d)
DATE LOCATION PARTICIPATION FACULTY

June 27, 2018 Cancer Treatment Centers of America
Atlanta, GA 24 Nizar Tannir, MD, FACP

July 31, 2018 East Jefferson General Hospital
Metairie, LA 21 Matthew Campbell, MD, MS

September 20, 2018 Ochsner Medical Center
New Orleans, LA 6 Nizar Tannir, MD, FACP

October 31, 2018 LSU Medical College
New Orleans, LA 7 Nizar Tannir, MD, FACP

November 13, 2018 MD Anderson Affiliate Cancer Center
Sugarland, TX 24 Nizar Tannir, MD, FACP

November 29, 2018 Citizens Medical College
Victoria, TX 29 Nizar Tannir, MD, FACP



Level 1: Participation

70%

1%

22%

1% 6%

Participation by Clinician Type

Physician

Physician Assistant

Nurse or NP

Pharmacist

Other HCP

Participants Certificates 
205 98

34%

4%

5%6%8%
3%

10%

9%

21%

Participation by Specialty

Oncology

Emergency Medicine

Nursing

Cardiology

Urology

Obstetrics and Gynecology

Internal Medicine

Other



Level 2: Objectivity & Balance

Activity was perceived as objective and balanced.
N=88

100%

Did you perceive any bias?

Yes No

69%

29%

2%
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70%

80%

Excellent Good Fair Poor



Level 2: Learning Objectives

Learners agreed or strongly agreed that all learning objectives were met, with an average rating 
of 3.48/4.00.

Please rate the following objectives to indicate if you are better able to: Analysis of Respondents
Rating scale: 

4=Strongly Agree; 
1=Strongly Disagree

Outline current unmet clinical needs in the treatment of renal cell carcinoma and bladder 
cancer 3.45

Examine the evidence for targeting the PD-1/PD-L1 pathway and CTLA-4 in immuno-
oncology, including the use of checkpoint inhibitors 3.52

Compare and contrast evidence from immunotherapy clinical trials to assess how newly 
approved and emerging immunotherapies impact renal cell carcinoma and bladder cancer 3.48

Discuss clinical factors and biomarkers that may be predictive or prognosis and response 
to immunotherapies in renal cell carcinoma and bladder cancer 3.46

Identify immune-related adverse events and develop a management plan to help mitigate 
them 3.49

N=89



Level 2: Satisfaction

All aspects of the activity were highly rated at 3.42 or higher.

Overall Evaluation Analysis of Respondents

Rating scale: 4=Excellent; 1=Poor

Faculty expertise on the subject matter 3.82

Scientific rigor 3.82

Effectiveness of teaching method used 3.42

N=89



Level 2: Content Relevance 

84% of respondents felt the activity content contributed valuable information that will assist in 
improving quality of care for patients.

N=87

84%

16%

Yes No

65%

36%

Yes No

Does the content contribute valuable information that will 
assist in improving quality of care for patients? 

Is this content clinically relevant to your 
current practice? 



Clinical Trials

Over one-half of learners will discuss potential clinical trials with their RCC and bladder cancer patients. This 
willingness by the clinicians is an important step in reducing barriers to clinical trial participation and advancing 
care for oncology patients through clinical implementation of novel and advanced treatments like checkpoint 

inhibitors. Future scheduled VPPs will continue to emphasize this opportunity for reinforced education in order to 
increase physician and patient discussion of clinical trial participation and thereby increase patient recruitment in 

appropriate trials.
N=74

56%

44%

Yes No

Do you discuss enrolling in clinical trials with patients for whom this would be appropriate?



Pretest vs. Posttest Overview

Learner knowledge and competence increased across five of five pre/posttest questions for this activity.

67%

36%

50% 48%
43%

72%

42%

70%

51%
57%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Predictive
Biomarkers

Second-line
Therapies

Therapy
Barriers

Checkpoint
Inhibitor
Criterion

Checkpoint
016

Response
Rate

Pre Post

Topic % Change

Predictive Biomarkers 7%

Second-line Therapies 17%

Therapy Barriers 40%

Checkpoint Inhibitor Criterion 6%

Checkpoint 016 Response Rate 33%

Overview of Correct Responses



Levels 3-4: Pretest vs. Posttest

Learners displayed a 7% increase in knowledge levels regarding 
differences in predictive versus prognostic biomarkers. Although there was 

a high baseline knowledge of predictive biomarkers, faculty will better 
emphasize this section of learning moving forward in order to facilitate 

better understanding of predictive biomarkers for treatment. Additionally, 
answer option A will also be removed from future outcomes questions as it’s 

too vague and could be potentially perceived as correct.

How does a predictive biomarker differ from one that is prognostic? 

A. Predictive biomarkers correlate with patient outcomes 

B. Predictive biomarkers of response to immunotherapies have been 
shown to be associated with a high ratio of Th1:Th2 cells 

C. Predictive biomarkers correlate with the stage of the primary tumor 

D. Predictive biomarkers are used to assess the likely benefit of a 
treatment 

Predictive Biomarkers 

4%

25%

4%

67%

13% 13%

2%

72%

A B C D
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
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60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Pre (n=24) Post (n=39)



Levels 3-4: Pretest vs. Posttest

Learners showed increased understanding of the mechanisms of action of 
using checkpoint inhibitors as second-line therapy, with an increase of 17% 
in the number of correct responses from the pre- to post-test. However, with 

only 42% of participants answering this question correctly, there is still a 
viable need for continuing education surrounding the mechanisms of action 
and rationale for the use of combination checkpoint blockade regimens in 
bladder cancer patients given the novelty of this therapeutic approach and 

its recent implementation within the clinical armamentarium.

Patient R is in a phase I trial to investigate the combined efficacy of 
ipilimumab and nivolumab as second-line therapies in mRCC. Why would 
this set of therapies be beneficial to patient R? Which cell types, receptors,  
or ligands are each of these therapies hypothesized to act on/through?

A. CTLA-4, PD-L1; activating T cells to attack tumor cells 

B. IL-6, PD-L1; activating Th1 cells to attack tumor cells 

C. CTLA-4, PD-1; activating T cells to attack tumor cells 

D. PD-1, IL-6; activating Th2 cells to attack tumor cells 

Patient Case – Second-line Therapies 

52%

4%

36%

8%

42%

9%

42%

7%

A B C D
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100%
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Levels 3-4: Pretest vs. Posttest

The number of correct learner responses increased by 40% from pre- to 
post-test, suggesting increased awareness of the limitations with current 

therapies. These data also suggest that learners have an increased 
appreciation for the disease progression associated with these tumor types. 
However, given the persisting confusion associated with pseudoprogression
in the post-test, it is important for faculty to clarify therapeutic outcomes for 

the participants in real-world terms. 

Which of the barriers below may be seen with existing chemotherapy and 
targeted therapy (non-immunotherapy-based)? 

A. Patients experience high rates of tumor pseudoprogression

B. mTOR inhibitor are not recommended for patients with mRCC
patients who have received prior VEGF inhibitors 

C. vEGF inhibitors are not recommended for mRCC patients who have 
received prior mTOR inhibitors 

D. Patients may stop responding to therapies; responses may not 
endure

Therapy Barriers 

47%

3%

50%

11%
5%

14%

70%

A B C D
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Pre (n=32) Post (n=43)



Levels 3-5: Pretest vs. Posttest

Learners showed a modest 6% increase of competence in determining 
which criterion must be met for patients with urothelial cancer to receive 

checkpoint inhibitor therapy. This can translate into appropriate selection of 
bladder cancer patients who are candidates for immunotherapy. As 

knowledge and competence achieved in this topic was high post-lecture 
and in the follow-up survey, further supporting education would be 

particularly merited and beneficial in order to additionally reinforce patient 
eligibility for such novel and critical treatment options. 

Which criterion must patients with urothelial cancer meet to receive a 
checkpoint inhibitor as an initial therapy? 

A. They must have a PD-L1 expression of ≥5%

B. They must have a PD-L1 expression of ≥1%

C. They must have failed BCG therapy 

D. They must be cisplatin-ineligible 

Urothelial Cancer Checkpoint Inhibitor Criterion 

20% 23%

9%

48%

18%

27%

4%

51%

13%

25%
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Pre (n=44) Post (n=45) Follow-up Survey (n=8)



Levels 3-4: Pretest vs. Posttest

Participants demonstrated a robust 33% increase in knowledge of the 
Checkpoint 016 clinical trial and its endpoints. Once again, this increased 

understanding and awareness of patient  health outcomes will assist 
clinicians in understanding and identifying appropriate patients who may 

benefit from this combination checkpoint inhibition regimen, which is critical 
for maximal clinical uptake and utilization.

Patient R was part of Checkpoint 016 which examined different doses of the 
nivolumab and ipilimumab in combination. Which of the following arms in 
Checkpoint 016 had the best outcomes in terms of objective response rates 
as well as a lower incidence of adverse events? 

A. N1, I3 

B. N3, I1  
C. N3,I3

D. N3 + tyrosine kinase 

Patient Case – Checkpoint 016 Response Rates 

9%

43% 43%

5%
12%

57%

17% 14%
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Knowledge Improvement

After participating in this activity, 88% of learners indicated that they are 
more aware of checkpoint inhibitors and the differences between them. 

Such significantly high expressions of confidence are required for clinical 
uptake and implementation in the real-world treatment setting with a wide-

range of available therapeutic options.

After attending this virtual visiting professorship program, I am:

A. More aware of the checkpoint inhibitors which exist and the 
differences between them

B. Unchanged in my knowledge with respect to the availability and 
differences between checkpoint inhibitors

C. More confused about the checkpoint inhibitors which exist and the 
differences between them

Checkpoint Inhibitor Comprehension 

88%

6% 6%

A B C
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
Post-activity (n=81)



Confidence Improvement

Via the follow-up survey, 75% of learners indicated that they were more 
confident in their ability to select and utilize checkpoint inhibitors after 
participating in this activity. Additional education may be warranted to 

constructively shift confidence levels even further so as to ensure a positive 
and enthusiastic clinical perception of the agents and enable maximal 

utilization of this therapeutic approach.

After attending this virtual visiting professorship program, I am:

A. More confident in my ability to select and utilize a checkpoint 
inhibitor

B. Unchanged in my confidence to select and utilize a checkpoint 
inhibitor

C. Less confident in my ability to select and utilize a checkpoint 
inhibitor

Checkpoint inhibitor Application

52%

40%

8%

75%

25%

A B C
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Post-activity (n=81) Follow-up Survey (n=8)



Level 4: Practice Change

Learners self-report that they are counseling patients on important aspects of checkpoint inhibitor use.

43%

69%

77%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

That checkpoint inhibitors do not replace chemotherapy

The possibility of only a transient or impermanent response

The possibility of non-response to checkpoint inhibitors

N=73; multiple responses allowed

Which of the following are patients counseled on if they are administered a checkpoint inhibitor as part of their 
cancer therapy? (Select all that apply)



Level 4: Practice Change

49% of learners indicated that they would regularly discuss the risks and benefits of checkpoint inhibitors including 
potential management strategies for AEs with their patients.

49%

37%

10%

5%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

I will regularly discuss the risks and benefits of checkpoint
inhibitors, including potential management strategies for AEs

I will rely on a specialist to help me manage adverse events
should they occur

I will rely on other members of my team to discuss patient
concerns/questions

I will wait until a patient brings up their concerns

N=81

After participating in this activity, how do you plan to approach discussing adverse event profiles associated with 
checkpoint inhibitors with patients?



Levels 4-5: Practice Change

Of the 64% of learners who indicated they would change their practice as a result of this education, 62% of 
learners self-attested to already making at least one change to their practice.

38%

25%

38%

13%

36%

24%

30%

24%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

This activity validated my current practice; no changes will be
made

Other change(s)

Change in the management and/or treatment of my patients by
using checkpoint inhibitors when appropriate/for appropriate

patients

Create/revise protocols, policies, and/or procedures to monitor for
potential AEs  associated with checkpoint inhibitors

Post-activity (n=73)
Follow-up Survey (n=8)

N=73; multiple responses allowed

Please identity how you will change your practice as a result of attending this activity: (Select all that apply)



Patient Care Impact

53%
38%

2%
6% 1%

Number of patients with renal cell or bladder cancer seen per week:

0

1-5

6-10

11-15

>16

Changes in practice will impact from at least 173 to more than 415 renal cell or bladder cancer patients each week. 

This assumes data in chart above is representative of all healthcare professionals who participated in the activity (205), who 
indicated they changed their practice as a result of participating in a genitourinary VPP (64%). 

N=80



Barriers to Planned Change

33%

4%

5%

5%

8%

9%

9%

13%

13%

14%

16%

29%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

No barriers

Patient compliance issues

Other

Lack of consensus or professional guidelines

Lack of time to assess/counsel patients

Lack of resources (equipment)

Lack of administrative support

Reimbursement/insurance issues

Cost

Lack of opportunity (patients)

Keeping up-to-date with new trial data

Lack of experience

Participants indicated lack of experience (29%), keeping up-to-date with new trial data (16%), and lack of opportunity (14%) as the most 
common barriers to implementing changes in their practice. Of those who reported barriers, 32% will attempt to address the perceived 

barrier(s) in order to affect change.

N=75; multiple responses allowed 



Topics of Interest

5%

51%

23%

49%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Other

Biomarker data for immunotherapies

Initiating clinical trials and interpreting their
data

Best practices for sequencing therapies

Biomarker data for immunotherapies (51%) was the most highly rated educational topic of future interest, followed by best 
practices for sequencing therapies (49%). Understanding and evaluating biomarker data for immunotherapies is critical to 

ensuring optimal health and survival outcomes for patients and therefore should be a priority area of future educational programs. 

N=73; multiple responses allowed



Contact Information
Brittany Puster
Director, Educational Development
Academy for Continued Healthcare Learning (ACHL)

E: bpuster@achlcme.org
P: 773-714-0705 ext. 134

mailto:bpuster@achlcme.org
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